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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Warm up by asking students to suggest good study habits.  

  

STEP 2 – Have students work independently on Task A. Correct it as a class. 

Answers: 

1. b  4. f  7. i  10. h 

2.  a  5. d  8. j 

3. c   6. e  9. g 

 

 

STEP 3 – Do Task B as a class. 

Answers: 

Intransitive  
(no object) 

Transitive 
with TWO objects 

Transitive 
with ONE object 
and cannot be 

separated 

Transitive 
with ONE object 

and can be separated 

 
stay up 
sink in 
fall behind 

 
talk (my roommate) out of (partying) 
let (me) in on (their plan) 

 
keep up with 
brush up on 
come up with 

 
turn down 
try out 

  

 

STEP 4 – Do Task C with a partner. Correct work as a class, and then move back into pairs for 

discussion. 

Answers: 

1. (wrong word order) I need to brush up on prepositions.  
2. (missing object) Possible answer: I’d never turn down a request to share my class notes. 

3. (missing particle) Friends can talk me out of studying. 

4. (wrong word order) I’m good about keeping up with assignments. 

5. (wrong particle) It takes time for grammar rules to sink in. 

6. (missing particle) I can easily come up with a good topic sentence. 

7. (wrong particle) I never stay up late doing homework. 

8. (wrong particle) I sometimes fall behind in my studies 

9. (wrong particle) I’m willing to try out new educational websites. 

10. (wrong word order) I wish someone would let me in on the secret to learning a lot of vocabulary. 
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[Task A.] 

Match the phrasal verbs to their meanings. 

 

1. I stayed up late to finish my homework. ___   a. gradually be understood 

2. It took a long time for the grammar lesson to sink in. ___ b. go to bed later than usual 

3. I don’t want to fall behind, so I complete my assignments c. move more slowly than expected 

each day. ___ 

 

 

4. I tried to keep up with the professor’s fast speech, but it d. practice an old skill 

was hard to take notes. ___    e. get an idea for something 

5. I looked at an online tutorial to brush up on essay   f. maintain the expected pace 

writing. ___        

6. One website came up with good suggestions, like using 

a graphic organizer before writing a paragraph. ___ 

 

 

7. I talked my roommate out of partying before an exam. ___ g. refuse 

8. My classmates let me in on their plan to create a   h. test to see if it works 

small study group. ___     i. convince not to do 

9. Ben turned down my offer to tutor him. ___  j. share something secret or special 

10. I’m going to try out a new way of taking notes. ___ 

 

[Task B.] 

Look back at the sentences in Task A. Sort the phrasal verbs by form. 

Intransitive  
(no object) 

Transitive 
with TWO objects 

Transitive 
with ONE object 

and cannot be separated 

Transitive 
with ONE object 

and can be separated 

 
 
 
 

   

 

[Task C.] 

Correct the errors.  

1. I need to brush on up prepositions.   6. I can easily come up a good topic sentence. 

2. I’d never turn down if someone asked to see my notes. 7. I never stay on late doing homework. 

3. Friends can talk me out studying.   8. I sometimes fall back in my studies. 

4. I’m good about keeping assignments up with.  9. I’m willing to try on new educational websites. 

5. It takes time for grammar rules to sink up.  10. I wish someone would let me on in the 

            secret to learning a lot of vocabulary. 

 

Now go back and read the statements with a partner. Do you agree or disagree with each statement? 

 


